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15.0 SOLID WALL INSULATION GUIDANCE, BRISTOL  

Overview 

This case study relates not to a physical retrofit project but to the production of comprehensive, 

cutting-edge technical guidance on insulating traditional and historic buildings. The guidance was 

prepared by a team of experts led by the Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA)1 on behalf of 

Bristol City Council2, a local authority in South-West England. 

The guidance was published in 2015, and clearly sets solid wall insulation in its proper context as part 

of a holistic, whole-building approach to refurbishment. A short animated video and online survey tool 

were also produced to act as ways into the full guide. Following their publication, the STBA also 

developed detailed training courses for designers and installers, providing a mix of theory and practical 

demonstrations to help drive up the quality of retrofit across the area. 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance. 
2 Bristol Ci ty Council. 

http://stbauk.org/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/
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15.1 Measures & impacts 

A short animated video was produced to provide an overview of the principles of solid wall insulation. 

An online survey tool was also developed, to help decision making on individual projects and give 

users a rapid summary of the critical issues to consider prior to proceeding with any installation 

works. These act as easy routes into the full technical guidance, which at over 80 pages provides 

comprehensive, detailed and holistic guidance on external and internal wall insulation in traditional 

and historic buildings. The full guidance also provides specific recommendations for Bristol, based on 

detailed assessment of local construction types, ground conditions, climatic conditions and exposure.  

Following the guide production, detailed training courses were developed and delivered for designers, 

installers, planners, managers and inspectors, providing a mix of theory and practical demonstrations. 

Guidance was also provided on quality assurance mechanisms to help drive up the quality of future 

retrofit projects across the area. 

This suite of guidance and tools has been recognised as the best guidance currently available on this 

topic, and the holistic ‘whole-building approach’ to retrofit has been drawn into Government-level 

guidance and funding schemes to try and move away from narrow-focus approaches and minimise 

unintended consequences. 

 

Element Measure 

Other  Introductory animated video 

 Short online insulation survey tool 
 Full technical guidance 

 Theory & practice training courses for designers & installers 

 

15.2 Approach & process 

In 2014 the STBA was commissioned by Bristol City Council, a UK local authority in South-West 

England, to develop a suite of innovative, high-quality guidance tools for insulating traditional and 

historic buildings. These comprise a comprehensive, holistic best-practice technical guide for all user 

types, a short introductory video and a simple but effective online tool to guide non-professionals 

through the decision-making process and drive appropriate, low-risk retrofits. 

The work was commissioned as a way to improve the quality of retrofit across Bristol, which like many 

UK local authorities had been implementing external wall insulation programmes across its solid-

walled housing stock for a number of years, with varying degrees of success. External wall insulation 

(EWI) had become increasingly popular in the UK in recent years, driven partly by fuel poverty, climate 

and regeneration targets and partly by the perception of EWI as something of a ‘silver bullet’ for 

older, ‘hard to treat’ house types. This in turn has been driven by the assumption that solid masonry 

walls perform have a very poor thermal performance, and systems better suited to more modern 

buildings started being applied to older housing stock. However, the use of ‘standard details’ on what 

are effectively non-standard buildings, the omission of complex building areas, lack of time and 

funding and a general lack of understanding of building physics have led to numerous sub-optimal 

installations, which can have considerable impacts on individual buildings and whole neighbourhoods. 

http://stbauk.org/
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In addition, poor detailing and an understanding that solid masonry walls generally perform 

considerably better than has been assumed mean that the actual cost and CO2 savings are inevitably 

far lower than predicted. As European Green Capital 2015, Bristol City Council wanted to address 

these issues, starting with robust technical guidance demonstrating ‘how to do it right’.  

In the first instance, baseline research identified existing national and local guidance, local retrofit 

schemes and planning conditions, a review of current literature and case studies of good and bad 

practice, and a draft structure required to address all key issues and communicate effecti vely with a 

range of audiences. Detailed energy and hygrothermal modelling was also carried out to inform the 

STBA’s understanding of Bristol’s housing types, levels of technical risk associated with various wall 

insulation methods and subsequent recommendations to eliminate these risks. 

The comprehensive, well-designed technical guide deliberately adopts a holistic approach, and 

combines carefully-written text with clear, easy-to-understand architect drawings3. While the brief 

required a focus on solid wall insulation, the guide promotes the importance of a ‘whole-building 

approach’ that considers not only fabric efficiency but also services, occupancy and historic context. 

This holistic approach also required that related building elements and technical measures such as 

windows, floors, roofs and internal air quality had to be addressed in the guide. Indoor air quality and 

moisture management in particular are addressed in specific sections dealing with ventilation 

strategies4 needed to accompany retrofit projects that include insulation of sol id walls.  

As a way into the full guidance, a short animated video was prepared, together with an online survey 

tool designed to take users through critical questions and quickly establish the suitability of their 

building for solid wall insulation, any preparatory/enabling works needed, design specifics and further 

support. While the full guidance is aimed at professionals and non-professionals alike, it was felt 

important to maximise accessibility and these tools, while not going into extensive detail, ha ve proved 

extremely popular. 

The suite of tools was completed in 2015 and is widely regarded as the best guidance currently 

available in this area, filling a clear gap that existed previously and providing a blueprint for national 

and international replication. The guidance (A Bristolian’s Guide to Solid Wall Insulation: A Guide to 

the Responsible Retrofit of Traditional Homes in Bristol), video and online survey are available here. 

Following the guidance and associated tools, the STBA then worked with Bristol City Council to draft 

robust quality assurance mechanism to enable the best-practice principles to be put into practice. 

This included an aspiration to develop a local kitemark of approved designers and installers, to give 

householders a trusted network of high-quality professionals capable of providing high-0quality 

services that follow the design guide principles and details. As such, the STBA developed a suite of 

detailed training courses to provide designers, installers, surveyors, planners, inspectors and planners 

with a mix of theory and practice, enabling them to understand the principles and build physics 

behind the guidance recommendations and see how measures should be installed. 

 

                                                      
3 These were prepared by Bob Prewett, a  leading deep retrofit practitioner and Technical Advisor to the STBA. Two of his retrofit projects 
are included in this report. 
4 These were prepared by Fourwalls UK, an expert building performance organisation with considerable experience of ventilation in 

retrofit, a long history of carrying out Government-level research and direct experience of deep retrofit. 

https://warmupbristol.co.uk/content/solid-wall-insulation
http://www.prewettbizley.com/
http://www.fourwalls-uk.com/
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15.3 Example detai ls 

 

     

Fig. 1  The introductory animated video (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 

 

 

Fig. 2  Online survey tool to provide rapid identification of key considerations (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 
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   Fig. 3  Full guide contents; note setting out of holistic approach prior to insulation details (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 

 

 

Fig. 4  Indicative modelling of local house types to inform insulation recommendations (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 
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Figs. 5 -7     Indicative drawings within the guide, showing typical arrangement, poor practice and good practice for each 

building element. Note user-friendly nature of drawings to increase accessibility (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 
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Fig. 8  Details are also provided on key related measures such as windows (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 

 

 

Fig. 9  Details are also provided on key related measures such as ventilation (© STBA / Bristol City Council) 
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Figs. 10-12     Practical training courses developed for designers & installers (© Nicholas Heath) 

 

 

Figs. 13 -15     Practical training courses developed for designers & installers (© Nicholas Heath) 
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Figs. 16 -18     Practical training courses developed for designers & installers (© Nicholas Heath) 

 

 

Figs. 19 -21     Practical training courses developed for designers & installers (© Sidz De Montpelier) 
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Figs. 21 -24     Practical training courses developed for designers & installers (© Nicholas Heath) 

 

15.4 Further information 

 A Bristolian’s Guide to Solid Wall Insulation,  (STBA / Bristol City Council, 2015) 

 Introductory video 

 Online solid wall assessment tool 

 Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance 

 

http://www.fourwalls-uk.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/SME522_Bristol-wall-insulation_v9-SP-low-res.pdf
https://warmupbristol.co.uk/content/solid-wall-insulation
https://warmupbristol.co.uk/content/solid-wall-insulation
http://stbauk.org/

